WORLD HERITAGE YOUNG PROFESSIONALS FORUM 2018

Protecting Heritage in an Ever-changing World

17 - 26 June 2018, Bahrain

PROGRAMME

SATURDAY, 16 JUNE
Arrival of the participants in Bahrain
Transfer to the hotel and check in

SUNDAY, 17 JUNE
General theme: INTRODUCTION
Registration
Salutations
The World Heritage Education Programme
Presentation of the Forum to the participants
Getting to know each other
Participant’s presentations I
COFFEE BREAK
Convention presentation
Participant’s presentations II
Bahrain history presentation I
Getting to know each other
LUNCH
Participant’s presentations III
Bahrain history presentation II
Participant’s presentations IV
Bahrain history presentation III
Visit to Qal’at al-Bahrain World Heritage Site
DINNER
MONDAY, 18 JUNE

General Theme: HISTORY AND PEOPLE
Community configuration and heritage
Local communities in Bahrain
Round table on local communities
COFFEE BREAK
Heritage and migrations
LUNCH
Local and global history affecting heritage in Bahrain
Wrap up of the day
TRANSPORT
Visit to a modern Madbas in Janabiyah
DINNER

TUESDAY, 19 JUNE

General Theme: PLACE AND MATERIALS
Natural Heritage in Arab Region
Climate change and Heritage
COFFEE BREAK
Changes in local materials and construction traditions in the Arab Region: case studies from Bahrain
LUNCH
Wrap up of the day
TRANSPORT
Visit to the Pearling, Testimony of an Island Economy World Heritage Site
DINNER

WEDNESDAY, 20 JUNE

General Theme: FACING THE FUTURE
The future that is coming
Synthesis: changes and heritage
COFFEE BREAK
Round table: on changes and heritage
The future of the World Heritage Convention
Wrap up of the day
LUNCH and TRANSPORT
Visit to the oysters beds and pearl diving
DINNER
THURSDAY, 21 JUNE

General Theme: HERITAGE AND COMMUNITIES
Sustainable development goals
Interacting with the local young generations for heritage interpretation
COFFEE BREAK
Risks and opportunities of changes on heritage
Wrap up of the day
LUNCH
Interacting with the local communities
Visit to boat building yard
DINNER

FRIDAY, 22 JUNE

General Theme: DRAFTING THE DECLARATION
Summarising the conclusions from the previous days
Organization of the working teams
Drafting the declaration
COFFEE BREAK
Drafting the declaration
LUNCH
TRANSPORT
Visit to the pottery workshop
DINNER

SATURDAY, 23 JUNE

General theme: COMMITTEE MEETING SIMULATION
Presentation of objectives and modalities
Distribution of the World Heritage Committee agenda, rules and procedures
COFFEE BREAK
Description of the site and its State of Conservation report
Draft decision
Distribution of role cards
LUNCH
Practicing the World Heritage Committee Model
Final wrap up and evaluation
INTERCULTURAL DINNER
SUNDAY, 24 JUNE

General theme: PARTICIPATION IN THE COMMITTEE MEETING
Bahraini Breakfast
Exhibition proposal discussion
Exhibition preparation
COFFEE BREAK
Exhibition preparation
LUNCH
Opening Ceremony of the Committee meeting
Declaration presentation
DINNER

MONDAY, 25 JUNE

General theme: EXHIBITION
Participation in the Committee meeting
COFFEE BREAK
Participation in the Committee meeting
LUNCH Exhibition inauguration
Closing the World Heritage Young Heritage Professionals Forum
Traditional music concert
CLOSING DINNER

TUESDAY, 26 JUNE

General theme: CONCLUSION DAY
Participation in the Committee meeting
COFFEE BREAK
Participation in the Committee meeting
LUNCH
Participation in the Committee meeting
Departure of participants from Bahrain